PURPOSE

This information paper provides an in-depth review of on-site electrochemically generated oxidants (EGO) as a disinfectant in potable water supplies. This paper is intended to assist the reader in evaluating the disinfection capabilities of Individual Water Purification Devices (IWPDs) using EGO to kill or inactivate disease-causing bacteria, viruses, and protozoan cysts.
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Appendix A contains a list of references.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Understanding the disinfection capabilities of EGO to kill or inactivate disease-causing microorganisms is important in protecting Soldiers, who are considering using this technology, from acute health threats posed by these microorganisms. Soldiers deployed beyond traditional field drinking water supplies must have access to microbiologically safe water. Using IWPDs is one way to provide microbiologically safe water in these situations. These IWPDs must protect the Soldier from acute microbial health threats. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Guide Standard and Protocol for Testing Microbiological Water Purifiers (reference 1) provides performance standards by which an IWPD using EGO can be evaluated. The performance standards are a minimum 6-log reduction/inactivation of bacteria, 4-log reduction/inactivation of viruses, and 3-log reduction/inactivation of protozoan cysts (typically *Giardia* or *Cryptosporidium*). EGO-using IWPDs meeting these standards are considered effective against disease causing bacteria, viruses, and protozoan cysts. Some IWPD manufacturers test their devices using this protocol. This is the best way to evaluate the IWPDs disinfection capabilities. In the absence of that testing data, this information paper can be used to gain an understanding of EGO disinfection capabilities and help determine if an IWPD using EGO technology could successfully meet the EPA Guide’s minimum performance standards.

General

Electrochemically generated oxidant technology is well established. The technology dates back to the 1930’s when it was primarily used for the disinfection of swimming pools (reference 2). Additionally, it is also extensively used in the wastewater and drinking water industries and has more recently been utilized in the food and agricultural industry (reference 3). Currently, there is only one Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) IWPD product using EGO technology.
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ELECTROCHEMICALLY GENERATED OXIDANT CHEMISTRY

Electrochemically Generated Oxidant Production

In the simplest sense, EGO is formed by passing an electric current through a brine (NaCl) solution to produce oxidants to be used for disinfection. A reaction cell (also called an electrolytic cell) is where oxidant production occurs. In this cell, filled with a brine solution, are two electrodes (an anode and a cathode). When a voltage is applied between the electrodes, oxidant is produced. There are two basic types of EGO generators (reference 4). The most frequently employed is a two-cell EGO generator in which the anode and cathode are separated by a cationic membrane. A schematic of a two-cell EGO generator is shown in Figure 1. This type of EGO generator produces two solutions, one a low pH, high oxidant concentration solution from the cell containing the anode and a high pH, low oxidant solution from the cell containing the cathode. The second type of EGO generator contains both the anode and cathode in a single reaction cell without a cationic membrane. The current COTS IWPD device uses the single cell EGO generator technology. The oxidant concentration is a function of the voltage applied between the electrodes and the salt (brine) concentration and quality. Higher currents and voltage will produce a stronger oxidant solution and food grade salt is preferred to optimize oxidant generation (references 2 and 5). There are several different EGO generator manufacturers and their reaction cells and operation requirements all differ. However, in general a wide range of salt solution and voltages are capable of producing adequate oxidants.

Figure 1. Schematic of a Two-Cell EGO Generator.
Oxidant Composition

The primary oxidant formed using EGO technology is chlorine in the form of hypochlorous acid, HOCl. It has been suggested that oxidants other than chlorine are produced by this technology such as ozone, chlorine dioxide, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radicals (reference 6). However, it has been clearly demonstrated in several studies that chlorine is the primary oxidant produced and other oxidants have not been measured at detectable levels (references 7-9).

DISINFECTION CAPABILITIES

General

Because the primary oxidant formed is chlorine, disinfection capabilities are similar, if not identical, to traditional chlorine solutions (i.e., solutions made from sodium hypochlorite, calcium hypochlorite, and chlorine gas). In the majority of research conducted on EGO disinfection effectiveness, the impacts of pH, turbidity, and temperature on disinfection effectiveness are similar to chlorine solutions. The disinfection capabilities of chlorine and the environmental effects on chlorine are well documented in the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine’s (USACHPPM) Chlorine Disinfection Technical Information Paper and are summarized in Table 1 (reference 10). Because chlorine is the primary oxidant produced in EGO technology, this reference will provide the reader with a general understanding of the disinfection effectiveness of the EGO solutions. However, there are also studies suggesting that EGO technology produces a more effective disinfectant than typical chlorine solutions under the same conditions. The following discussion provides information from studies indicating EGO is more effective than typical chlorine solutions.

Disinfection Effectiveness Compared to Chlorine Solutions

Several studies were conducted comparing the disinfection effectiveness of EGO solutions to typical chlorine solutions. Results were variable. In all cases EGO solutions were as effective or more effective than a chlorine solution as a biocide. One study showed a sodium hypochlorite solution was less effective than EGO when tested at the same chlorine concentration and water quality characteristics (reference 12). This study showed that a sodium hypochlorite solution needed 2-3 times greater CTs (disinfectant concentration times contact time) to achieve the same log inactivations as an EGO solution for various bacteria. The CT is the product of disinfectant concentration (C in mg/L) and contact time (T in min). The CT product is a useful way for comparing alternative disinfectants and the resistance of various pathogens (reference 21). Another study showed an EGO solution provided a 3-log Cryptosporidium reduction with CTs of 75 mg-min/L, while a chlorine solution under the same conditions showed no Cryptosporidium reduction with a CT of 225 mg-min/L (reference 13). In contrast, other studies showed EGO solutions to be similar in disinfection effectiveness as chlorine. One study showed that chlorine solutions matched to the properties of EGO solutions were generally as effective as the EGO
Table 1. Chlorine Disinfection Capabilities (reference 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Chlorine Disinfection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Disinfection Capability</td>
<td>Cysts most resistant. Achieving cyst inactivation will ensure adequate bacteria and virus inactivation. Disinfection capability generally follows: Bacteria &gt; Viruses &gt; Giardia &gt; Cryptosporidium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>Effective at reasonable CT values for IWPD use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viruses</td>
<td>Effective at reasonable CT values for IWPD use. Use EPA SWTR CT table for recommended CT values (reference 11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giardia Cysts</td>
<td>Effective at reasonable CT values for IWPD use. Use EPA SWTR CT tables for recommended CT values (reference 11).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptosporidium Oocysts</td>
<td>Ineffective, even at high CT values. Not practical for IWPD use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Temperature</td>
<td>Colder water temperatures require higher CT values. Use a two-fold increase in CT for every $10^\circ$ C decrease. Use longer contact time instead of higher dosages to achieve higher CT values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pH</td>
<td>Disinfection efficiency increases with decreasing pH. Recommend pH less than 8.0 to ensure presence of hypochlorous acid (HOCl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Turbidity</td>
<td>Higher turbidity generally reduces disinfection capability. Higher dosages may be necessary to ensure the presence of free chlorine after oxidation of organic matter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Effects</td>
<td>Chlorine, THMs and HAAs have potential health concerns at elevated levels. IWPD manufacturer-recommended dosages are not likely to cause adverse health effects for healthy adults.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
solutions in inactivating various pathogenic bacteria (reference 14). Another study showed similar inactivation results of pathogenic bacteria between chlorine solutions and EGO solutions (reference 15). There is also contrasting research between the EGO solutions. In disinfection studies, the general assumption is that greater CTs result in greater disinfection efficacy (i.e., greater log inactivation). However, available research shows EGO solutions with lower chlorine concentrations (i.e., lower CTs) have resulted in greater log inactivations than EGO solutions with higher chlorine concentrations (i.e., higher CTs) (references 12 and 13). Available research indicates variability in effectiveness of EGO solutions compared to chlorine solutions as well as variability in the effectiveness of similar EGO solutions. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the disinfection effectiveness of EGO solutions.

**Cryptosporidium Oocyst Disinfection**

Some manufacturers and vendors market EGO technology’s ability to inactivate *Cryptosporidium* as a significant advantage over using typical chlorine solutions. It is well established that chlorine, as it is used in drinking water treatment, is not effective at inactivating *Cryptosporidium* oocysts (reference 10). As previously discussed, some research has shown that EGO technology can inactivate *Cryptosporidium* oocysts more effectively (i.e., at lower CTs) than chlorine solutions. However, due to contrasting research, the variable and unpredictable disinfection effectiveness of EGO technology suggests that EGO technology should not be relied upon to consistently provide adequate *Cryptosporidium* inactivation. Using EGO technology as an IWPD should be considered to be as effective as chlorine and, therefore, can be effective against bacteria, viruses, and *Giardia* cysts. Based on available research, EGO technology has the potential to be effective against *Cryptosporidium* oocysts, but because of the disinfection variability shown by the research, EGO technology should not be considered consistently effective against *Cryptosporidium*.

**Explanation for Variable Disinfection Effectiveness**

Currently, there are no proven explanations for the variable and unpredictable disinfection effectiveness of EGO technology. The most common hypothesis by authors of studies showing EGO technology’s variability and unpredictability is that oxidants other than chlorine (e.g., ozone, chlorine dioxide, etc.) are generated at variable concentrations and are short-lived (references 12, 13, and 16). However, it has been thoroughly demonstrated in other studies that there is no appreciable formation of oxidants other than chlorine (references 7-9).

**EGO SOLUTION TOXICITY**

Because the primary oxidant generated by EGO technology is chlorine, toxicity concerns are similar to those for typical chlorine solutions. When added to water, the chlorine in the EGO solution reacts with natural organic matter to primarily form trihalomethane (THM) and haloacetic acid (HAA) disinfection by-products (DBPs). Ingestion of chlorine and its
halogenated by-products, including THMs and HAAs, can result in adverse health effects when consumed in large enough quantities for long periods of time. The EPA regulates chlorine, total trihalomethanes (TTHMs) and (the sum of) five HAAs (HAA5) in drinking water systems that use chlorine for disinfection. The EPA established a maximum residual disinfectant level of 4.0 mg/L for chlorine and maximum contaminant levels of 0.80 and 0.60 mg/L for TTHM and HAA5 compounds, respectively (reference 17). Potential health effects from ingestion of water containing free chlorine above 4.0 mg/L include eye, nose and throat irritation, stomach discomfort, nausea and vomiting. Evidence from animal and human studies suggests that chlorine and hypochlorite solutions themselves probably do not contribute to the development of cancer or any toxic effects (reference 18). Potential health effects from ingestion of water with elevated levels of TTHMs over a long period of time include liver, kidney or central nervous system problems, as well as the increased risk of cancer. Some studies also show an association between high levels of TTHMs and an increased risk of early term miscarriage (references 17-19). Potential health effects from ingestion of water with elevated levels of HAA5 compounds over a long period of time include the increased risk of cancer (reference 19). Generally, short term exposure to elevated levels THMs and HAAs for healthy adults does not result in adverse health effects (reference 20). For IWPD use, the risk of illness and death resulting from exposure to pathogens in drinking water is very much greater than the risks from chlorine and its DBPs (reference 20). However, manufacturer recommended EGO dosages should be followed to minimize the potential for DBP formation and exposure.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of EGO technology results in the production of primarily a chlorine disinfectant. For this reason an EGO solution, in general, has the same disinfection effectiveness and experiences the same impact of environmental effects on disinfection effectiveness as typical chlorine solutions. Research shows the disinfection effectiveness of EGO solutions to be variable and unpredictable. In general, the disinfection effectiveness of EGO solutions is as effective, or can be more effective, than typical chlorine solutions. Using EGO technology as an IWPD should be considered to be as effective as chlorine and, therefore, can be effective against bacteria, viruses, and Giardia cysts. Based on available research EGO technology has the potential to be effective against Cryptosporidium oocysts, but because of the disinfection variability shown by the research, EGO technology should not be considered consistently effective against Cryptosporidium. Generally, short term exposure to elevated levels of THMs and HAAs for healthy adults does not result in adverse health effects. For IWPD use, the risk of illness and death resulting from exposure to pathogens in drinking water is very much greater than the risks from exposure to chlorine and its DBPs. However, manufacturer recommended EGO dosages should be followed to minimize the potential for DBP formation and exposure. Table 2 provides a summary of the disinfection capabilities of EGO Solutions.
Table 2. Summary of Disinfection Capabilities of EGO Solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>EGO Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>As effective or can be more effective than chlorine. Disinfection capability generally follows: Bacteria &gt; Viruses &gt; <em>Giardia</em> &gt; <em>Cryptosporidium</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria</td>
<td>Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viruses</td>
<td>Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Giardia</em> Cysts</td>
<td>Like chlorine, consider providing additional contact time beyond IWPD manufacturer recommended CTs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cryptosporidium</em> Oocysts</td>
<td>Effectiveness is variable and unpredictable. Considered not consistently effective...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Temperature</td>
<td>Like chlorine, colder temperatures can reduce effectiveness. Higher CTs will ensure for colder temperatures increases effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of pH</td>
<td>Like chlorine, higher pH decreases effectiveness. pH less than 8.0 ensures presence of the most effective chlorine species, hypochlorous acid (HOCl).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of Turbidity</td>
<td>Like chlorine, higher turbidity reduces effectiveness. Higher dosages may be necessary to ensure effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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